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A gothic middle grade prose novel that follows a nonbinary student 
who is drawn to their boarding school’s forbidden east wing, where 

something stalks the shadowy corridors

Fic Ald

When Guinevere "Nev" Tallow receives an acceptance 
letter to the exclusive Deephaven Academy, they know it’s 
the fresh start that they’ve been looking for. But things are 
strange from the moment they arrive—the house itself 
seems to breathe, students whisper secrets in dark 
corridors, and the entire east wing of the academy is 
locked away for reasons no one wants to explain. 

Nev knows something ragged stalks the shadowy 
corridors, something that sobs quietly and scratches at 
the walls, waiting to be released. With the help of another 
first-year student, Nev takes it upon themself to unravel 
the mysteries hidden in Deephaven's halls. But will they 
risk their fresh start to bring the academy’s secret to 
light?

An inside look at the early lives of John Lennon and Paul 
McCartney, This Boy is a perfect book for any young reader 

embracing their inner Beatlemania.

921 Coo

Meant for younger readers, This Boy is a gripping biography 
of two musical legends. Beginning with their births during 
World War II England and ending with their famous 
performance on The Ed Sullivan Show , this book is action 
packed from beginning to end. Whether you are a lifelong 
Beatles fan or new to their music, this book is an excellent 
source of Beatles lore that is relatively unknown. 

With expert research from Ilene Cooper and rarely seen 
photographs of the Beatles in their early days, this book will 
serve as not only an interesting biography of two significant 
historical figures, but also a fun read about rock and roll and 
how the lives of two people can change the world.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yHgWpHncW0


A sweet middle grade graphic novel about a monster girl who sneaks out of her 
foster home and into a human town in search of a forever family but finds more 

than she bargained for.

741.5 Dav

Despite her monstrous appearance, Iris has never felt like she 
belongs in a mansion filled with kelpies and gorgons and unicorns. 
She longs to find a family. Unfortunately, she and her housemates 
are trapped in a “foster home for horrors” run by former 
paranormal investigator Mr. Halloway. So, when a human boy 
named Mathias breaks the house’s sealing spell, Iris and her 
companions are set free upon the town of Dead End Springs.

What Iris doesn’t know is that Mathias is also a paranormal hunter 
(the kind who seeks to capture and destroy the horrors), or that 
there are other dangers ahead. As Iris searches for a home, she 
makes human friends, explores a brand-new world…and stumbles 
upon a dark secret that Halloway has kept locked in the basement of 
the house. Will this long-slumbering mystery destroy the family Iris 
so desperately seeks?

Angels and other beings brings unexpected trouble for Malachi and his friends in 
this smart and uniquely funny second book about the squad of teens from hell.

Fic Mar

When an angel comes to his home to deliver a message, Malachi 
immediately knows what’s going on. The seraph Cassandra who 
helped his squad recapture Samuel Parris’s wayward soul has finally 
set a date for her interdimensional mixer! With fae, angels, and hell 
dwellers alike on the invite list, it promises to be an event of a lifetime.

Mal can’t wait to go to the hot new fashion salon in town and have 
Morgan, its fabulous fae owner, help him create the perfect look. But 
Mal’s parents and even some of his squad mates are not quite as 
excited for the soiree. And when Mal overhears another fae talking to 
Morgan, he starts to wonder if there’s something at play other than a 
simple party.

But the mixer gives everyone the opportunity to get to know people 
from different dimensions and form new connections…what could 
possibly go wrong?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVTPXdTrKYw


A poignant, hilarious, and unforgettable graphic memoir about a 
Mexican-American boy’s family and their adventure-filled road trip to 

bring their abuelito back from Mexico to live with them.

921 Mar

Pedro Martín has grown up hearing stories about his 
abuelito—his legendary crime-fighting, grandfather who was 
once a part of the Mexican Revolution! But that doesn't mean 
Pedro is excited at the news that Abuelito is coming to live 
with their family. After all, Pedro has 8 brothers and sisters 
and the house is crowded enough! Still, Pedro piles into the 
Winnebago with his family for a road trip to Mexico to bring 
Abuelito home, and what follows is the trip of a lifetime, one 
filled with laughs and heartache. 

Along the way, Pedro finally connects with his abuelito and 
learns what it means to grow up and find his grito.

Two vampire brothers must set aside their differences to solve a 
series of murders in this humorous and delightfully spooky novel

Fic Mou

Adam and Victor are brothers who have the usual fights over 
the remote, which movie to watch and whether or not it’s 
morally acceptable to eat people. Well, not so much eat . . . 
just drink a little blood. They’re vampires, hiding in plain sight 
with their eclectic yet loving family.

Ten-year-old Adam knows he has a better purpose in life (well, 
death) than just drinking blood, but fourteen-year-old Victor 
wants to accept his own self-image of vampirism. Everything 
changes when bodies start to appear all over town, and it 
becomes clear that a vampire hunter may be on the lookout 
for the family. Can Adam and Victor reconcile their differences 
and work together to stop the killer before it’s too late?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JSERDJOQvQI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEi_98_gv0s


A hilarious and spooky middle grade summer-camp 
story that takes a bite out of camp

Magnolia “Maggie” Hagen is determined to be in the spotlight...if she can just get over 
her stage fright. This summer, though, she has big plans to finally attend Camp Rising 
Star, the famous performing arts camp she’s been dying to go to for three whole 
summers.

But on the last day of school, her parents break the news: Maggie isn’t going to Camp 
Rising Star. She’s being shipped off to fat camp—and not just any fat camp. She’s going to 
Camp Sylvania, run by world-famous wellness influencer Sylvia Sylvania, who is known 
for her soon-to-be patented Scarlet Diet.

When Maggie arrives at camp, things are...weird. There are the humiliating weigh-ins and 
grueling workouts, as expected. But the campers are also encouraged to donate 
blood—at their age! The cafeteria serves only red foods and the oddly specific rules 
change every day. There are even rumors of a camp ghost.

Despite these horrors, Maggie makes friends and starts to actually enjoy herself. There 
are even tryouts for a camp production of The Music Man! This place might not be so 
bad…until campers start going missing and suspicious things begin 
happening—especially after dark.

A remote bay in the Pacific Northwest has held a secret for 
thousands of years…and that secret just woke up…

Fic Ste

Kai is angry when he’s forced to join his new stepfather, Rick, 
on a research trip to Blind Bay. On a floating lab in the middle 
of nowhere. Rick, a marine biologist, is using sound waves to 
explore deep underwater caves. But they discover that the 
sound pulses have awakened something. Something that is 
now hunting them―an ancient predator from the depths of 
the caves. 

Soon the tide will turn, unleashing the creature out into the 
open ocean…and upon the world. Kai and his stepdad need to 
find a way to work together to stop the creature before the tide 
turns.

Fic Mur

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-YQ8jHLdCY


An all-ages, shonen manga-style adventure for fans of 
Naruto and Dragon Ball Z !

Young orphan Pitch has big dreams of traveling to 
the city and competing in the Wide Plains Fighting 
Tournament. He also harbors a secret wish—to be 
trained by aging competitor Sonny Chan. 

Can Pitch make it in a big city filled with unsavory 
types that want to do him harm? And is Emperor 
Jayson, host of the fighting tournament, one of 
those people? Will Sonny decide to act decent . . . 
for once?

From the heart of Finnish folklore comes a breathtaking tale of mothers, 
daughters, stars and legends, and the old gods and the new.

741.5 Aho

Where was the bear born?
Where delivered?

By the moon, next to the sun
Among the stars of the plough
Sent to Earth in a golden cradle

With silvery chains.

Poorling is a little bear. She's a bit different from her brothers.

Mother keeps their family safe. For the Forest is full of dangers. 
It is there that Mana lives, with her Shadow children.

And above them all, Emuu, the great Grandma in the Sky.

741.5 Ster



A knotty, high-stakes premise leading to an ingenious 
solution, with snogging and spellcasting on the way

741.5 Gri

Cadence Sinclair Easton comes from an old-money 
family, headed by a patriarch who owns a private island 
off of Cape Cod. Each summer, the extended family 
gathers at the various houses on the island, and Cadence, 
her cousins Johnny and Mirren, and friend Gat (the four 
"Liars"), have been inseparable since age eight. 

During their fifteenth summer however, Cadence suffers 
a mysterious accident. She spends the next two 
years—and the course of the book—in a haze of amnesia 
and debilitating migraines, trying to piece together just 
what happened…Fic Loc

Sometimes weird things happen to people. Ask Jake. 
He could tell you about the night he and his friends 
saw a strange light in the sky that seemed to be 
heading right for them. That was the night five normal 
kids learned that humanity is under a silent attack . . . 
and were given the power to fight back!

Now Jake, Rachel, Cassie, Tobias, and Marco can 
transform into some of the most dangerous creatures 
on Earth. And they must use that power to outsmart 
an evil greater than anything the world has ever seen. .

A thrilling, beautiful, and unforgettable story of a 
mysterious summer and the lies that come with it…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZtSrq2NBlk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dwxe6ngpMXQ


A multicultural story full of heart and hilarity about what 
it means to be all-American.

Lauren and her best friend, Tara, have always done absolutely everything 
together. So when they don't have any classes together in sixth grade, it's 
disastrous. The solution? Trying out for the school play. Lauren, who loves 
to sing, wonders if maybe, just maybe, she will be the star instead of Tara 
this time.

But when the show is cast, Lauren lands in the ensemble, while Tara 
scores the lead role. Their teacher explains: Lauren just doesn't look the 
part of the all-American girl. What audience would believe that she, 
half-Jewish, half-Chinese Lauren, was the everygirl star from Pleasant 
Valley, USA?

From amidst the ensemble, Lauren tries to support her best friend. But 
when she can't bring herself to sing anymore, her spot in the play and her 
friendship are in jeopardy. With the help of a button-making business, the 
music of Patsy Cline, and her two bickering grandmothers, can Lauren find 
her voice again?

Help is only 140 million miles away…

Fic Sha

Six days ago, astronaut Mark Watney became one of the first people to 
walk on Mars.

Now, he’s sure he’ll be the first person to die there.

After a dust storm nearly kills him and forces his crew to evacuate while 
thinking him dead, Mark finds himself stranded and completely alone with 
no way to even signal Earth that he’s alive—and even if he could get word 
out, his supplies would be gone long before a rescue could arrive.

Chances are, though, he won’t have time to starve to death. The damaged 
machinery, unforgiving environment, or plain-old “human error” are much 
more likely to kill him first.

But Mark isn’t ready to give up yet. Drawing on his ingenuity, his 
engineering skills — and a relentless, dogged refusal to quit — he 
steadfastly confronts one seemingly insurmountable obstacle after the 
next. Will his resourcefulness be enough to overcome the impossible 
odds against him?

Fic Wei
     

https://youtu.be/KrnFxu6s424?t=1377
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3miO_OVavE0


A page-turning adventure featuring a clever 11-year-old girl who 
must, against all odds, protect her family and town during the 

height of the communist "red scare."
In the aftermath of the Korean War, Peggy's small 
hometown is rife with anti-Communist hysteria. But 
Peggy has bigger problems: She's struggling to recover 
from polio. Taunted by her classmates, Peggy just 
wants to be left alone, but then she stumbles across a 
mysterious object that gives her the power to fly.

Unscrupulous operatives from the American and 
Soviet governments seek the object to overturn the 
tense political stalemate, and Peggy finds herself 
smack in the middle of the Cold War arms race.

A story about a boy with family bad luck, yellow-spotted lizards 
and holes… lots and lots of holes

741.5 Wal

Stanley Yelnats is under a curse. A curse that began with his 
no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-great-grandfather and 
has since followed generations of Yelnats. Now Stanley has 
been unjustly sent to a boys’ detention center, Camp Green 
Lake, where the boys build character by spending all day, 
every day digging holes exactly five feet wide and five feet 
deep. There is no lake at Camp Green Lake. But there are an 
awful lot of holes.

It doesn’t take long for Stanley to realize there’s more than 
character improvement going on at Camp Green Lake. The 
boys are digging holes because the warden is looking for 
something. But what could be buried under a dried-up lake? 
Stanley tries to dig up the truth in this inventive and darkly 
humorous tale of crime and punishment—and redemption.Fic Sac

     

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qm1eFaScero

